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We are almost at the end of another term, and once
again the children have not let the 'changeable'
weather effect their attitudes or learning which is
fantastic to see. Once again there has been lots of
exciting things going on, with virtual visitors,
experiences and projects being completed and lots
of fantastic learning!
Sports Day
This year, Sports Day will be occurring on Friday 25th
June with a a reserve date of Thursday 1st July. As
things stand, it will not be possible for parents to be
present, at this time. We are working with the
current guidance, however if this does change, we
will let you know at the earliest possible time.

Virtual Visitor
Dahl Class were very lucky to be able to talk to Chris
Page (an ITV Weatherman) last week. He helped
the children with their understanding of the
weather and seasons which links to their Science
topic, and then answered questions they had for
him. The children loved being able to talk to
someone from the television!
A Real Life Reporter
Blackman Class were lucky enough to be able to
have a Q+A session with Sarah Cooper (a news
Reporter from ITV) this week. She spoke to the
children about her career and life behind the
lens. This was a great opportunity for the children
to find out about a different career and what is
involved with it.
Reading Eggs

Parents’ Evening
Thank you to those of you who have logged on and
booked appointments for Parents' Evening. We are
not expecting any issues to occur on the evening,
but in the event of any technical difficulties please
email the office using
edenham.enquiries@southlincshub.co.uk. Although the issue may not be able to
be resolved immediately, we will contact you to
ensure you are able to discuss your child's progress
with their class teacher. Likewise, if you have any
questions or queries following your appointment,
we will address these.
School Photos
School class photos and Year 6 Leaver book photos
will be taken on the morning of Monday 24th June.

As always, we take on board feedback from parents
and children alike. When Reading Eggs tasks for
homework are set, these will be slightly different
activities which will hopefully make it easier for
children to follow. This will be set on Friday 11th
June - Mathletics this week!
Home Learning
We are all excited to see what the children have
been producing this term from their Homework
Menus. Children can start to bring these in now so
we can celebrate the fantastic work the children
have completed.
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Skills Builder
Our Skills Builder for this week has been
Teamwork. There have been some fantastic
displays of teamwork in outdoor learning and in the
classroom. The children are really taking on board
what these skills are and it is wonderful to see them
being implemented in their day-to-day life.
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